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power is stripped of
humanitarian discipline.
Theodore Rozak

If men repress their
nurturing talents their
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Stu~~~~.i.!,"'~ho9.!!,~t f OU I pIaY In Funds

the leadership of Bob
DiFerdinando has, for the first
time investigated the finances of
student monies. The results were
not too pleasing. "We did the
budget as soon as we got in," said
Bob" because there were a lot of
complaints concerning how the
money was spent. The auditors
did a audit from the time
Lichtenstein took over from
Lohening until the time I came in .
It's an audit of last year's budget
not this years."
"Last year, for the first time all
the money (in Student Org.) was
spent. Lichtenstein spent all the
money. Every penny we took in
went out. As a matter of fact
$5,000 more than we had went
out. All the money that was taken
in by the Student Activities
Fee .. . all that was spent. No part
of the audit shows who ripped off
money. We've found instances of
forged checks. This summer, for
the first time, we found Faculty

timewe'veeverhadproof."
"What's going to stop all this is
found in a service report that was
a bi-product of the audit. In this
we have suggestions for a business
manager and a full time secretary.
Now , any who is selling tickets for
anything has to get them from us.
Tickets, from Carnival or theater
guild, have to come from us ..
They'll fill out a ticket request
form and we'll fill out the tickets
the way they want them. We'll
put the numbers down from
where they start to where they
end. They get the tickets from us
and then we'll know exactly how
much we're supposed to get back.
We'll know how many tickets
were unsold, ripped, and all that."
"Up until this point I could
make up a check to myself for
$20.00 have Dean Parks ok it, he
wouldn't question me at all, cash
it, put it in a bank account, and
you wouldn't know about it until
:continued on Page 2)
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Yearbook's Funds
Frozen
In a move that was hinted at
for some time, Student
Organization froze the funds of
the Newark State yearbook ,
Memorabilia. The move on
September J 6 will be in effect
until some sort of solution to
a 11 e ged yearbook policies of
favoritism can be reached. The
nex t Council meeting is slated for
Sep t. 24.
Mass complaints concerning
the yearbook arose last semester
when the most recent edition,
under the editorship of Tony Sa

was released . Independent
students charged that a majority
of yearbook space was devoted to
Greek organizations which
claimed a distinct minority of
students as members. A petition
was started which culminated in a
formal letter by th e Class of '72
received by S tuden t Org.
Presiden t Bob DiFerdinando
Au.gust 26. The letter asked for
the freezin g of funds until formal
investigation proceedures were
put into effect to insure the
proper use of student funds.

N.S.A. Elections Held
by Betty Wetzler

Orientation A Bust
Says Pres
The recent freshma n
orientation, held last August, did
not earn a unanimous vote of
approval from everyone involved.
One of the discordant voices was
that of Bob DiFerdinando,
student org. president. In a recent
interview with THE
INDEPENDENT, Bob was quite
exact in his displeasure.
"Once again orientation was
not used to it's best advantage."
he said. " This should be a period
of interesting activity. New
students should be introduced to
new ideas and attitudes. They
should be introduced to
independent action not

reaffirmation of the parental
feeling found in high school.
Tony Levi was given a free run
of orientation but apparently the
committee people were more than
he could handle. Their pay off for
doing comm. work was a power
trip during orientation which
Tony was unable to stop.
My vice-president had warned
me to keep an eye on orientati~n
proceedings and so, I aske,. the
Committee to give me 1 ·; ports
several times. Reports were finally
submitted but were incredibly
vague. I didn't follow them up so
I can take some of the blame.
Many committee members

viewed the freshman as shit, or so
{;O mments to fellow
upperclassmen indicate. They
broke rules freshmen were forced
to observe. They cut into the
front of the food lines. They
carried out slavish attitudes
towards freshmen, campus
security police were used as bed
checks, friends were allov.,':!d to
stay in dorms, people fr<'m off
campus were allowed to serve on
the committee.
The committee as a whole
reflected a very parental attitude
and an over concern for the
administration.
Our objective, our main
objective, in student org. is to
encourage the development of
strong, independent minded
individµals. With this in mind the
(Continued on Page 2)

Newark State students J. Alan
McGarry and Roger Lee Mond
were winning candidates in
elections for National Student
Association positions held during
NSA's 24th annual Congress
Convention this past August in
Fort Collins, Colorado.
Mr. Mond will hold office as
representative from the
Mid-Atlantic region on NSA's
influential National Supervisory
Board. Mr. McG arry who held
office as New Jersey State
Chairman for NSA last year, was
re-elected to that post and also
elected to the Vice Chairmanship
of the NSA Steering Committee.
The elections were the
culmination of the ten-day
convention which drew delegates
from colleges and universities all
over the country. The new
president of NSA is Miss Margarie
Tabankin, a 23-year-old graduate
of the University of Wisconsin,

who hails from Springfield, New
Jersey. Miss Tab ankin will succeed
out going president David Ifshin.
The ten day convention was
filled with the traditional
politicking, as well as noted guest
speakers and entertainment.
Speakers in clud ed: Daniel
Ellsberg, former researcher for the
RAND corporation who released
the Pentagon Papers , Dr.
Benjamin Spock, baby doctor,
peace activist, and defendant in
the Boston Five Trial; Andreas
Papandreou, exile d Greek
resistance leader; and Senator
George McGovern, Democratic
candidate for the presidential
nomination.
After each plenary scheduled
·entertainment was provided.
Among the performers were:
Wayne Cochran and the C.C.
: Riders, the New York Rock
Ensemble, Odetta, John
.Hammond, Redbone, and the
(Continued on Page 9)
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Foul Play In Funds
(Continued from Page 1)

I was gone. And then it wouldn't
even pay to sue me in court
because of student's rights. It
wouldn't look too good to say
that the President of Student Org.
stole $20,000."
"Up until now there has never ·
been a cash receipt. You could
collect a hundred dollars and hand
in fifty and no one would know.
Now whenever money changes
hands there are two receipts. One
for the student handing in money
and one that is to be turned into

us."
" Hiring a business manager is
important. He would save the
students four times the amount of
money he would be .paid. Anyone
that had a voucher would have to
get it counter-signed by the
business manager. He would make
sure that there are always three
bids submitted for every business
deal. he would make sure, for
instance, that if we hire Poco for
$12,000 that's the cheapest we
could get them for. These bids
have to be signed and sealed in a
specific way."
"It's an expensive job, the

business manager's, but as I said
before it will be well worth it.
He'll go with you when y our
looking for the place for your
prom. He'll make sure you're not
screwed. We got a bidding in here
once for printing. The second bid
was from a corporation that the
first bidder was affiliated with.
The nex t bid was from a
corporation which was connected
with the first. All three bids, in

Openings Available
For Copenhagen
In Spring

· Each spring approximately ten
Newark State students live in the
homes of English-speaking Danish
families while taking a full
semester ' s work with
English-speaking professors of the
University of Copenhagen. The
Program in Denmark is offered by
New ark State College in
conjuction with the New Jersey
Stat e Colleges Council for
International Education and the
D enmarks Internationale
Studenterkomite, (D.l.S.), a
division of the national university.
In addition to the academic
program many field trips are
After
a series of
provided for the participants,
misunderstanding and last minute
while individual families include
talks, Newark State College finally
the visitors in an endless array of
got a chance to offer voter
events of a social nature common
registration to all students residing
to life in a Danish home.
in Union County. The registrating
TRAVEL
tables, set up Sept. 15 had been
The group leaves New York on
the source of confusion for some
February 2, via Icelandic Airlines
time to members of Student Org.
(Loftleidir ), spending two days in
attempting to get registration on
Iceland, visiting the University,
campus since the summer months.
taking a tour of the Island, and
It was erroneously assumed
meeting
the officials of D.I.S.
that clerks were coming to register
Following the flight from
NSC students from six counties.
Reykjavik to Copenhagen the
This information was never
group
is housed at Helsingor, site
. confirmed and eventually was
of
Hamlet's
Castle of Elsinore, for
proved as being false. It then
four days of orientation. On the
turned out that registration on
fifth day the group returns to
campus was a technical
Copenhagen
to meet the families
impossibility since the deadline
with
whom
they
will stay during
for NJ. voters was Sept. 23 and
the term. Next day classes begin
the school had not contacted the
at the University.
clerks within the fourteen day
Individual travel schedules will
deadline required. (In order to
be
arranged for the two weeks of
secure registration materials on
the Easter vacation. With classes
campus, a school must contact
officials two weeks IN ADVANCE ending June 6, all are free · to
return to the United States or to
of date registration is wished.)
travel individually. In all
After contacting former
Student Org. Pres . Dave arrangements the D.I.S. offers full
Lichtenstien now involved in and competent assistance .
Frontlash, an organization COSTS
The expenses of the entire
concerned with recruiting the
eighteen year old vote, Bob spring term in Copenhagen are
DiFerdinando conferred with . $1465, payable in two
Mary Miller, Municipal Clerk of installments on Oct. 1, and
Union Township. Miss Miller December 15. This sum includes
accepted the last mi9 ute return air fare from New York,
invitation to visit the campus but tuition, room and board. Living is .
would register only those students provided in an English-speaking
who lived in the town of Union Danish home within a reasonable
itself. She expressed her opinion travel distance from the
of the issue, saying that it was the University. Included in the costs
county's responsibility to register are numerous field-study trips for
the various courses, to social and
it's new voters.
educational
institutions in
After speaking again with
DeFerdinando, Dr. Dorr (vice-pres · Denmark to museums and
of Academic Affairs) and legal galleries, to industrial plants, and
advisors she relented. The on to literary or cultural shrines such
campus registration held between · as the birthplace of Hans Christian
one and four PM in the Browsing Anderson on the island of Funen.
Room garnered a scant 125 names Additional travel opportunities to
London, Paris, Vienna, RoIJ1e,
as it's reward.

Registration
On Campus

reality, came · from the same
source."
"What the audit is going to do
is to stop ·money from being
ripped off. Also , to break up the
power cliques. Groups of people
who have, through certain
organizations, perpetuated their
power through various
committees. It won't be too
financially attractive to steal
now."

Amsterdam, even to Moscow, are
arranged at special low-cost
European student travel rates by
the D.I.S. for the Easter holidays
and for the time following the end
of classes in June .
By Natalie Sullivan
COURSES
Although to outsiders, the
The current list of courses
offered at the D.l .S. include the Freshman Orientation might have
following, many of which involve seemed to run smoothly, behind
use of facilities in and about the scenes the Freshman
Copenhagen, such as the Danish Orientation Committee hit a few
State Opera, the Royal Theater of snags, according to Mark Russell,
Ballet, the Royal Academy of ·a committee member.
First of the problems came
Fine Arts, numerous art institutes,
government offices, schools, as with the linen services for the
well as commercial establishments Freshman overnight visits . The
of many types.
one and only maid . that was
Interested sophmores and available for both dorms passed
juniors With a minimum of 2.5 out the linens so the' Freshman
cumulative academic average could make their own beds.
should contact Professor Edwin Several times the clean linen ran
Williams in Willis 103, Extension out and once there was a double
2057 before October l . Further amount of sheets : and no
information on International pillowcases. Needless to say, with
Ed·u~a tional Opportunities the lack of help, the bathrooms
currently available to• Newark weren't cleaned very often except
State students can be found on when the committee gave a quick
page I 07 of the College wipe around with Lysol.
Catalogue.
Combined with the odor emitting
from the bathrooms, there was a
lack of toilet paper and soap.
The problems didn't end with
the maid service, practically
non-existant as it was. The trouble
carried over with the food service.
On the mornings that a- new
Freshman group was due to arrive,
(Continued from Page 1)
the Downs Hall food service
wouldn't
give the committee who
orientation committee should
have set up a structure that would was still on campus cleaning up,
have allowed them to deal with breakfast. They would only
emergency situations when it provide one box of dry cereal per
became clear that the students person and even that had to be
warrented them. Calling in picked up by the starving
campus police or outside help individual.
As far as the actual food goes,
should not have been a main
the
committee had a problem
concern. Medical care, health
needs information, and general with freeloaders. As they had a
material should. Disruptions limited food budget, they only
should be dealt with in an ordered a certain number of
intelligent manner. These are meals. People from the
fellow students, and the politics administration offices,
of non-confrontation should be maintenance men and even a day
care mother and her three
used at all times."
children came flocking over for
the free chow. Naturally the
people excess wrecked havoc with
their budget.
Speaking of budgets, the
We the students of Newark
Orientation Committee had
State find it completely
enough money allotted to them
intollerable obscene, and
for the program . Sounds
surprising? Well, the hitch was
utterly rude of president
that they couldn't get at it. Not so
Weisszcheitz to contemptiously
surprising,
huh? The money was
call the conniseurzahltzs of
there
for
their
use but everyone ·
wine INDIAN-LIKE! FUCK
that
could
sign
a check was on
YOU WAGONEER!
vacation and couldn ' t be

Orientation Snags

Orientation
A Bust

Dateline: NSC

contacted. So each member of the
committee kicked in about
$10.00 to supply after dinner
snacks for the kids. This included
soda that they needed to drink
when the water became
contaminated after the floods .
It was also several hours after
the rest of the county knew about
the bad H20, that Newark State
was advised of the matter. The
Health Committee was a few
hours late in posting the news.
Luckily, several committee
members who had gone home,
returned to school to warn about
the contamination.
At first the campus guards
were lacking·in their co-operation.
They let the Freshman leave the
campus when they shouldn't have
and they harassed committee
members to move their cars from
faculty parking spaces. One guard
even went so far as to issue tickets
for illegal parking while the
committee was packing to go
home. But once the Head of
Campus Security was contacted,
things improved fairly rapidly.
Freshman were refused permission
to leave, special committee
stickers were issued and tickets
were squashed.
The Freshman themselves
presented a few problems such as
broken lamps, false fire alarms
and water fights. Two groups
hired for dances cancelled out and
the Sunday campus tours were a
bit boring because the buildings
were Jocked.
But none of the problems
listed above were monumental.
Practically none of them could
have been foreseen. Ask any
optimist and he'll tell you that
there's always a bright side. And
Mr. Russell found the bright side
to this when he said that the snags
only made the committee seem
more like human beings to the
Freshman. There were no class
distinctions between the upper
and lower classman. New
friendships were formed and
miraculously old ones were kept.
Mr. Russell attributes this
phenomenon to the Orientation
Co-ordinator, Tony Levi who ,
"helped the committee keep their
sanity."

, $ttp1ember24, 1971
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N.S.A. R evisted
by Betty Wetzler

dreaded this moment. Go
ahead . Pick up the phone - dial.
Oh God , it's ringing. Maybe he
won' t even remember I went . . .
no, that's not likely. Maybe he
won't want a story . . . yeahhh
right! that's even less likely.
"Hello, Ed?"
"Yes, this is Ed."
"Hello, Ed. This is Betty."
"I:Iiya, kid. Say, how was
Colorado?"
He remembered I went. Rats!
Well , you must do what must be
done. Courage, woman.
" I heard you did some
traveling
saw the Grand
Canyon."
"Yes, it was fantastic . Took
lots of outtasight (cool word, win
him over) pictures ... I'll have to
show y~m . (Giggle) There's one
with Brophy (giggle, giggle) well, like I said , I'll have to show
you ."
- SILENT PAUSE ' 'So ,
how
was
the
convention?"
Direct question . Absolutely no
way I can get out of this now.
This has ceased to be a social call.
Maybe I can bluff my way out.
"What convention?"
- SILENCE Nice try, but Ed's smarter than
that.
"Oh, oh, oh. You must mean
the N.S.A. Convention. (pause) It
was nice."
" 'Nice'? The convention was
- was 'nice'?"
"Well, maybe 'nice' isn't
exactly a good description.
(pause) In fact, I lied. It wasn't
nice at all. The plane ride, now
the plane ride ·was okay - oh
except for Jay. He got sick.
Colorado is beautiful. The
weather - now that was nice. All
the-----"
about
the
me
"Tell
convention."
Uh-oh. Mr. Naha's not about to be
side-tracked. Think quick.
''You don't want me to write a
story about it, do you Ed? I
mean, by the time it gets into
print, it will be so-0000 old. Old
news is bad, Ed, bad. We can't put
month old news in the paper. Who
wants to know what happened a
month ago? I definitely think a
story on an August event would

have lost its news-worthiness by
September. We have standards,
Ed; we must live up to them.
Month-old news, really! "
There. Assert yourself. That
superior aire was effective. Make
him think you know what you're
talking about.
"The reason you went to
Colorado in the first place was to
cover the convention for the
paper. Which means writing about
it, dear one."
He obviously didn't recognize my
superior aire voice, but I
recognized
his
impatient,
annoyed, cut-the-crap voice. One
more try, different angle.
"Well, Ed, the way
understood it, I was going because
I'm a WOMAN, whose job would
be to represent the oppressed
sisters of Newark State at this
national convention, and the fact
that I'm on the IND EPENDENT
board was only of secondary
importance."
"I'm getting impatient and

annoyed, sci cut-the-crap. Why
don't you want to write the
story?"
" Okay, .okay. What kind of
coverage do you want for this? I
have enough material to serialize
it for the next seven weeks. Lee
would
probably - prefer
a
supplement, though - or a spread
at the very least."
"Have any pictures?"
"Yea, some fantastic shots of
the Grand Canyon "How about of the convention
itself?"
"Well, you see, Ed , I only had
color film - no good for reprints
in the paper, you know ."
"Swell. Weil, _I guess the best
thing to do would be to write it
from the feature_ side. Nobody's
gonna want to read a thirty-five
inch, cut-and-dry news article.''
"Gee, thanks, Ed. Bye."
Rats! Now I'm stuck with writing
a thirty-five inch feature article!
Well, dear Reader, if you've
(Continued on Page I 0)

Notes On N.S.A.
The N.S.C. delegation to the
24th National Student Congress
proved to be one of the most
influential delegations in the
country during the period of the
Congress August
19-29, at
Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, Colorado.
The Newark State Delegation
was one of the largest represented
with a twelve member aggregate
plus one national officer from
N.S.C. representing New Jersey
(Alan McGarry Class of '72).
During the first days of the
Congress
the
delegation
acquainted itself with students
fron:i other schools and with the
truly beautiful physical layout of
Colorado
State
University.
Discussions with student leaders
from the nation at large pointed
out N.S.C.'s relative position with
schools from other regions. In the
areas of institutional governance,
student government services and
fiscal management we rated
among the best iri the nation.
However, on most of the
contemporary social and political
issues of our time it became quite
clear that our campus is parsecs
behind others across the nation.

Money Matters
Plague C.B.A.
BY Diane Arminio

"N.S.A. voted 'No' on the
reimbursement." President of the
Collegians for Black Action,
(C.B.A'), Rose Vizcarrondo retold
to the I ndependent the
proceedings of a recent National
Student Association (N.S.A.)
convention. She explained that
NSA refused to honor a grant
previously promised N.A.B.S.
(National Association · for Black
Students).
Part of the money promised,
$50,000, was given to NABS, Miss
Vizcarrondo said "but more than
double is still owed." The
representatives at the NSA
convention took the matter of
continuing payment to NABS to a
vote. The CBA president said that
"the majority of the twelve NSC
representatives voted 'No' ", as
did the other college
representatives. The money was to
enable NABS to establish itself
and to acquire offices.
This summer NABS too held a
convention. NSC sent three
representatives. _Miss Vizcarrondo,

The problem as this writer sees it
is that this student body has the
opportunity to exert national
influence on campuses across the
nation. However, this will only be
accomplished when our student
body decides that social and
political issues which daily affect
the lives of men and women in
this country are as important as
movies on Sunday, rock concerts
and group encounters.
The N.S.C. delegation as your (The following, printed in its
representatives to the Congress entirety, is another exclusive,
on-the-spot
Independ ent
actively influenced the day to day
interview.)
political decisions of the
Congress. Many of the mandates INDEPENDENT: Is it true, Miss
and resolutions which passed had Platt, that you have resigned your
position as Chairman of Finance
the active support and votes of
Board?
your Congress delegates. More
significantly is the fact t; .at the MISS PLATT: !Ay resignation will
delegation from this institution be handed in to Council
played a major role in the election September 24th by the President
of national officers of the United of Student Org., that swell dude!
The above statement was made
States
National
Student
A8sociation. Both the N.S.A. by Ms.* Kathy Platt upon her
President and Vice-President are Iesignation from Finance Board
easterners. The president Margie on September 16th. Allegedly,
Tabankin is a resident of Ms. Platt resigned after receiving
Springfield, N.J. and a graduate of pressure from Student Org.
the University of Wisconsin. Tom _ President Robert Diferdinando in
Mooney, the new N.S.A. Vice regards to the Finance Board
· freezing of Memoribilia's funds.
{Continued on Page 10)

Linda Giles, representing the CBA
newsletter and Shirley Britt from
B.A.S.B.U. attended. Apart from
the controversy concerning NSA's
failure to hono r that previously
promised, the three
representatives to NABS also
faced money problems. The
appropriations given by NSC were
inadequate Miss Vizcarrondo felt
to cover the expenses incurred
during the 8-day convention. Each
representative wa s allotted
$170.00, excluding plane fare,
plus $180.00 emergency money
for the three. She explaiend, " the
conditions in Chicago necessitated
us to move constantly, thus
increasing rates and adding more
transportation expenses." As a
result, the money was insufficient.
Now, as representatives from
NSC, the three are requesting
reimbursement from NSC's
Finance Board.
Last week, Miss Vizcarrondo
unofficially approached . the
Tr~asurer for such a
reimbursement and as Miss
Vizcarrondo said "was refused."

Platt Pressured?
At a stormy session with the
president, Ms. Platt was heard to
say such things as: "You're an
ass!", "Get off your high horse,
Bob!", and "Flake off, Fink!".
After
the
meeting,
the
reverberations of Ms. Platt's
resignation were felt throughout
the entire campus. Numerous
concerned students flocked to the
president's office, reporting in
detail the incident that had just
transpired before Diferdinando's
very eyes (the resignation). The
- president, after due consideration,
said: "You ass!", "Get off your
high horse!", and "Flake off,
Fink!" and then immediately
called a meeting between himself
and Ms. Platt, after which time, a
(Continued on Page 10)
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predict that ·
extended summer vacations for
members of the Newark State
College community may become •
quite rare.
With less than a fifth of the
regular student body on campus .
and few student or faculty
committees meeting, college
policy becomes fair game for
whoever happens to· be around
during the summer.
St udent interests were well
protected this summer, however:
o ur Exec utive Boar d met
fr equent ly a n d St u d e n t
Organi z a ti on President, Bob
DiFerdinando, was there when the
decisions were being made.
But that's not enough: faculty
interests were not consistently
protected in the absence of a
realistic policy to engender
continuity in the academic
departments throughout the year.
To demonstrate the point: this
summer we saw the Board of
Trustee's Building and Finance
Committee convene to investigate
the possibility of students buying
a new Student Activities Building.
The cost was approximately
$20,000,00.
Every other state college has
convinced its students to commit
future students to the financing of
this endeavor. Our college
administration favored it ,
although our Student Council had
rejected it. The administration
persisted, claiming that students
did not realize what their own
needs would be, but Student
Council rejected it again.
Led by DiFerdinando, the
students c onvinced th e
Coffil1littee that the question of
building a new Student Activities

-

~

...

·

Building was not the real issue:
how to most effectively use the ·
space we now have is the hard
problem to be dealt with at
Newark State.
Concrete alternatives were
suggested and the wheels of
progress ( or . steam roller of
stupidity) came to a halt. The
ad m i nistration backed down,
allowed for the possibility of
better space utilization and
pro m ised to look into the
possibility of implementing a
space policy which would benefit
the entire college community .
What was missing, of course,
w as a representative of the
faculty. The Board, fortu nately,
recognized the need to include
students and faculty in the
decision-making process for space
utilization. It requested that a
special committee be established
to look toward developing student
and faculty common areas, and
that students and faculty be
directly represented on a "task
force "to prepare recommendations
as · to the means by which "the
students' alternatives could . be
implemented."
But adequate representation
cannot rely on fortune . Only by
constant pressure from the
students and faculty will the two
segments of the college
community achieve full
participation in the
decision-making process all year
round.
Which is why I've predicted
that long summer vacations may
become quite rare for members of
the Newark State College
community.
Next column: Suddenly Last
Summer

By AL MALAWKA

Murder. Cold blooded murder. Bullets killed at Attica. Bullets
fired by policemen and National Guardsman. Rockefeller did not
appear at Attica. He may have had he d_ecided to come and listen, at
least listen. He did not.
So far no inmates were found to have had guns in their
possession. Policemen and National Guardsman had guns in their
possession. Bullets killed the hostages - draw your own conclusion.
Will the guilty be sought out and dealt with? Think of it. And while
you' re thinking on that - remember any convictions of the murderers
at Kent and Jackson State? Think of it.

ESTABLISHED BAND NEEDS PIANO PLAYER AND
VOCALIST TO COMPLETE GROUP. GROUP
CONSISTS OF THE GUITARIST AND DRUMMER
FROM BLOOD WEDDING AND THE FORMER
INSTITUTION BASS PLAYER. WE'RE FINE AS
THREE · BUT WOULD LIKE TO BE FIVE. WE WANT
A FULL SOUND. ORIC31NAL ROCK AND BLUES. WE
WILL BE RECORDING SOON. DON'T BE SHY. CALL
MARTY 688-3875 OR PAT 276-.4 022.
NSC JUDO CLUB RETURNS!
HERE WE ARE! BACK FOR ANOTHER SEASON OF
JUDO. THE CLUB WILL BE MEETING FOR NEW
AND OLD APPLICANTS ON TUESDAY (FREE
HOUR) AND THURSDAY NIGHT AT 6 PM IN csw·
118. WE ARE PLANNING MAl\!Y ACTIVITIES FOR
THIS SEASON AND WE HOPE TO HAVE A VERY
SUCCESSFUL YEAR. YOU PARTICPATION IS A '
MUST, SO COME ON OUT AND SEE US ON '
TUESDAY AND THURSDAY. SEE YOU THERE .... -

Well, Rod (the mod) Stewart is
back again, bringing his own
special brand of insanity to the
rock world. His latest album ,
EVERY PICTURE TELLS A
STORY (Mercury srm 1-609) is,
of course, a welcome relief to the
shit that' s been hitting the ol'
musical fan of late, yet it points
out all of Rod's weaknesses as
well as his strong points.
Ste wart is best at being
Stewart ; writer , arranger , vocalist.
The songs that really standout
here are all his, or at least partly.
The title cut (co-authored by Ron
Wood) is a catchy rock ditty in
the tradition of " Cut Across
Shorty" from Rod 's GASOLINE
ALLY extravaganza. " Mandolin
Wind" is probably the most
beautiful song present with
Stewart getting away with lyrics
that other vocalists couldn' t even
attempt without being bombarded
with criticism . Somehow ,
Stewart's voice conveys enough
feeling to make the · listener
believe all that he hears. The high
point on the album "Maggie May"
is also co-authored by Stewart.
This one is worth the price of the
album alone.
Now we come to the mediocre
heading. "I Know I'm Losing
You" is an interesting but drawn
out version of the Motown classic.
"Seems Like A Long Time" is
nice. Rounding out the album
with really weak efforts are
· "Tomorrow ls Such a Long Time"
(a Bob-bow your head-Dylan
atrocity), " That's All Right
Mama" (a plodding version of the
Arthur Crudup classic) and
"Reason To Believe" (zzzzz).
All in all EVERY PICTURE
TELLS A STORY is Stewart's

most uneven album to date, but, include a short instrumental
then again, anything by Stewart "Raviole" which should not cause
solo is worthwhile. Who can any c omplaints, plus two
complain?
excellent pieces of some length
which
have large instrumental
* * *
breaks; " Jackdaw" and the title
An album that has no low cut.
pomts whatsoever (you read right
The group , consisting of Keith
gang) is a debut album by a brand
Gemmel on sax and flute, Tony
new British group Audience. Their
Connor on drums, Howard Werth
initial release THE HOUSE ON handling vocals and guitar , and
THE HILL has a cover clever Trevor Williams on bass is one of
en ough to equal the clever
the most pleasing product of
originality of their music. .
British rock I've heard in a long,
The group , produced by Gus
long time . Audience is all you
Dudgeon (responsible for Elton
could want in a rock group. And
J ohn ' s sn o re- fests remind
very probably a lot more.
everybody of somebody , ranging
* * *
from Van Morrison to Jethro Tull .
It has been a long time since
They excell in just about every Mimi Farina lent her voice to an
aspect of music you can imagine. album, too long. Mimi and Tom
The songs are excellently written, Jans have released the first of
for starts. The vocals are top what I hope is many efforts as a
notch , as is the instru- team. TAKE HEART (A&M sp
mentation ... and the group has a 4310) will remind Miss Farina' s
very distinctive sound . Audience fans of her previous recordings
keeps you guessing all through the enough to be pleasing, yet
album as to which way the music introduced a sound new enough
is going to go ; folk or rock . This is to attract new listners while still
accomplished by the strange captivating the die hards.
combination of acoustic LEAD
Miss Farina' s voice is one of
guitar coupled with LEAD
saxophone with spirts of violin the best in folk circles, probably
and flute thrown in for good rivaled only by her sister's, Joan
Baez. Jans voice is a definite asset
measure.
on the new material as he warbles
For the listener who likes his his ways through some very pretty
music sweet and simple, Audience tunes in a k i nd of Cat
provides satisfaction through four Stevens-James Taylor way, never
and five minute masterpieces such dull, always light and bouyant.
as " You' re Not Smiling", " It
The compositions are always
. Brings A Tear" and "I Had A c onsistantly interesting ,
Dream" (along with a couple sometimes hauntingly so.
more) that build up and soar Especially interesting are their
l~aving the _listener hu~ming the version of "The Great White
nch, me!od1ou~ chor~s lines done Horse" and originals "Reach Out"
, by Audience m theu early Bee and "In The Quiet Morning", the
Gee-ish style. For the rock fan latter dedicated to Janis Joplin.
that prefers instrumental The way the two voices
(Continued on Page 9)
versitality to vocal skills, the boys
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Where Has All
The Money Gone?
If any of you have bothered reading the first page of
· this paper you may have noticed an article concerning what
has been happening to your student fees. In short, they have
been, shall we say ... misused. In the past, money has been
"lost" quite a bit by members of student government and
student organizations. It has almost become common
knowledge, or legend , to dwell on the ingenious ways people
have absconded with large amounts of student money. It can
be stopped. But you, as students, have to support the suggested
measures to curb campus theft.
1n the future , when paying cash for any product
connected with the school demand a receipt. The cash receipt
policy will soon (hopefully) be put into effect. Shortly ,
Student Org. will have to decide whether or not to hire a full
time business manager. We, at THE INDEPENDENT, feel
that it is extremely important that Newark State hire
someone to serve in this capacity in order to secure
protection of student funds. A business manager would keep
tab on and countersign ALL vouchers.
The arguments against hiring such a manager consist of
the old bit about it being too much to pay in terms of salary.
Well , an audit by professionals and statements by legal
advisors have stated that the money spent in terms of salary
would be miniscule when compared to the amount of money
a business manager would save, yearly. Another reaction to a
business manager is that he (or she) would be in a perfect
position to steal for themselves. This is ext:emely
melodramatic. No professional would endanger their own
career for a couple of bucks from a college. THEY ARE
PROFESSIONALS. Once they pilfer, their careers are
through. Not worth the risk at all.
We urge council to hire a business manager a~ soon ~s
possible and we ask all students in favor to voice their
support to their respective council representatives.

Bullshit

During the summer months several instances of bullshit
extraordinaire occured on campus that are worth mentioning,
if only to amuse ( or irk) you . All of the following affect you
in some way, so take heed.
On the Administration's side of the wonderful world of
dung. Any of the students interested in WNSC radio may be
interested in knowing that the Administration attempted to
cowtow the radio with a rider saying that in ca~~ of
emergency students would be deprived of control of the
station and the Administration would take over. Sounds like
Mein Kampf.
Not ignoring students, it was interesting to watch the
various ways in which Newark State was twisted by various
demented tour guides in the recent August orientation. While .
some members of the . orientation committee stuggled
valiently to present campus life in an intelligent manner,
scores of the usual idiots treated incoming freshmen as
mindless oafs. Stressing the most inane aspects of the school,
(mostly the superficial parts they participated in) certain
guides manipulated and twisted facts about NSC to give
freshman a deliberately distorted view of the campus. The
freshmen were just shitheads who could be used for one
reason or another. Very mature behavior, kidz .
Another point of interest was the usual grnndstanding
about that villain, that bastard of the campus, the Bookstore.
Every year we witness at least a dozen students start all that
capitalist rip-off garbage, screaming about how the bookstore
marks prices up to cheat students. Also every year we have to
go through the detailed explaination bit, stating that stuff is
for the birds. To any any aspiring politicos, the "marked-up"
books are done so by the publishing company. For instance a
book that was sixty cents three years may be ninety five in
the new edition. Rather than recall all the old copies left
unsaid the companies simply raise the old price to equal that
of the 'new one. Why don't you go scream at the publishers? ·
To all the perpetrators of the above deeds we have one
suggestion: CUT THE CRAP. CLOWNIES!

BY ROBERT WOLF
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED BY
ALTERNATIVE FEATURES SERVICE
HOW TO LIVE on $60 a
Week : Edward Cox, married
to Nixon's daughter, is
working as a $60-a-week law
assistant in the office of the
U.S. Attorney in New York
City. But he and his spouse
live in a large suite in the
Essex House residential
hotel , which overlooks
Central Park . The cheapest
suite in the hotel costs $70 a
day.

WHEN REP. William Clay,
black
Democrat from
Missouri , said in the House
that Agnew is "seriously ill"
in the head
the
comment was widely quoted
in the press. But , though his
complete remarks were brief,
the rest of what he said was
virtually blacked out by the
media . Clay was reacting to
the
''carping and
unconstructive" criticism the same terms Agnew used
about American blacks when
in Africa on his government
sponsord golf tour. Clay had
also said Agnew is guilty of
"mental masturbation" and
is "an intellectual sadist who
experiences int e Ile ct ual
orgasms by attacking,
humiliating and ki cking the
oppressed." Did you see that
in your papers? Clay added:
Agnew "suggests that black
leaders in America emulate
the leadership of Jomo
Kenyatta of Kenya and
J oseph Mobutu of the
Congo . I hop.:' the Vice
President did not mean that
if blacks in this country are
to attain equality , justice and
first-class citizenship , it will
be necessary for them to do
what Kenyatta an d Mobutu
d id t o t heir wh ite
oppressors."
* * *
IN 1938, California Walter
Botts posed for the army's
Uncle Sam recruiting poster,
which guiltily pointed a

finger over the caption, "I
want you!" Botts is now 71,
and though he served 80 days
in World War I, the Veterans
Administration is refusing
him a pension on the ground
that he needed 10 more days
to qualify.

* * *
THE SWING to the vote at
age I 8 was acknowledged by
the Choctaw Indian nation ,
when its election committee
decided in Tulsa to permit
18-year-olds to vote - the
first tribe to do so. The tribal
vote will be to select a chief,
for the first time in 50 years:
previously, chiefs were
appointed by the U.S.
government.

* * *
ONE OF THE most
underreported stories of
recent years· is the violent
resistance to the black
consumer boycott entering
its third year in Cairo
(pronounced kay-ro ), III. The
media seems determined to
* * *
wait until there's a massacre
ONLY in Texas: The Texas
of blacks before tuning in on
School Book Depository in
it. Cairo is situated at a
Dallas is where the shots are
confluence of the Ohio and
said to have originated that
Mississippi rivers; its
killed John Kennedy. What
population of 6,000 is about
do you suppose is to become
half black. Resistance to the
of it? That's right, it's to be
boycott by wJtite vigilantes,
made into a museum to
spurred by the American
house items associated with
Nazi party, has resulted in an
the late President.
average of one night of
gunfire into the black
* * *
community each week since
the boycott began. Two
FJLM DIRECTOR Pier Paolo
deaths have resulted so far.
Pasolini was charged in Italy
The blacks are organized
with having incited soldiers
behind the United Front ,
to disobey the law via
headed by a 26-year-old
subversive propaganda. He is
black, Rev. Charles Koen. A
best known for the film "The
"Lifeline to Cairo"
Gospel According to St.
nation wide collection of
Matthew."
food, clothing and medical
supplies is being organized by
the Vietnam Veterans
A~ainst the War. To find out
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the local drop-off point in necessarily
reflect the opinions of the editors. Nor is anything printed in this
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FIGURES OF the Treasury
Department reveal that 56
Americans had an adjusted
gross income of more than
$1 million in I 969 and paid
no federal income tax. Only
one tax bracket had a higher
percentage of non-taxpayers:
persons earning less than
$5 , 000. Another . 301
Americans earned more than
$200,000 and paid no
income tax - a rise of nearly
100% over 1967.
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Review: Carnal Knowledge
by ANDY BARTOK
Nearly ten years ago, President
John F . Kennedy spoke of the
passing of the torch of power to a
new generation.
Now that torch is being firmly
grasped by yet a newer generation
- the registered student voter.
And their right to reach out for
that torch was confumed· during
the summer with the 26th
amendment allowing any
American citizen 18 years-old and
over to register and vote. (In order
to vote in this November's
election, students must drop
down to their local city hall , city
clerk's office, to register before
Septembe1 23
that' s the
deadline!)

There are many myths about
the 18, 19, and 20-year-old voting
student. A not yet published book
entitled "Wonder what the
Students are Doing Tonight?" is
currently making the rounds of
Newark State campus, telling its
readers that students will not vote
in large numbers. Accepting this
as a possibility, one might say that
a more realistic reaction is shown
by the election results of last
year's student races. About 23%
of the 4 ,500 students voted. Some
observers cited poor
advertisement , apathy , and
commuting college as reasons.
Whatever the reasons, only a
handful of students decided the
results and where the $300,000
yearly budget will be spent. ·
Should these figures improve ,
that youth do indeed vote , it
could become an important force
in local, county, state, and
national elections. In recent years,

however, Newark State history
doesn't carry an admirable record
for student activism.
Sourc es close to Student
Government have · predicted that
the youth vote will be Liberal.
Others with equal conviction have
said that when the "Joes" are
registered, conservatives will
equal, or outnumber, the Liberal
voters from college campuses.
I have found that students by
nature are not conservative or
liberal. One must ask ; Will they
vote for the man , party, or issues.
This has stumped the political
analysts who have fostered many
myths, such as, they will vote like
their parents, or they will vote in
small divided numbers, making
their group meaningless.
As I see it, each candidate is
going to have to make
commitments before the election ,
or students will boycott their
vote. If several thousand students
apply the same logic within a city ,
county , or state election, it could
be disasters, especially since
younger voters are more
concerned with the truth.
Regardless of how many or
how few of the students vote, a
candidates view on Vietnam ,
poverty, pollution, education,
student rights, etc., will be very
seriously considered. I guess for
me , like many other students, we
are human beings first and
foremost and as such, we are for
whoever and whatever benefits
humanity as a whole.
The previous students were
seen, but not heard. Before they
can go anywhere in the world of
politics, they will have to vote.
Before they can vote , they mu~t
register .

Orientation
Trials
by Beth Goodtree

For several weeks I had
awaited orientation with much
trepidation. I don't know what
traumatized me more, the idea of
driving on the Parkway, or
spending a night without my
vaporizer.
The morning of orientation I
left my house an hour early, even
though it only takes fifteen
minutes to get to the college. I
have done few brilliant things in
my life, but that was one of them.
I got lost trying to find the
Parkway, the correct exit and
Union. ·Then, after floundering in
neighboring towns for almost· an
hour, I finally managed to find
the school; and I got lost again .
Being a Freshman, my knowledge
of school procedures is absolute .
zilch and everything must be
spelled out for me. However, the
higher-ups of the college failed to
realize this and left me dizzily
circling the school in an attempt
to find . an ·. open entrance. In a
fey fit of franticism (if there is ·
such a thing!) I went into a gas
station . and called the school.
Some dear, sweet guard explained .

that it was Sunday and I would
have to use some little street as an
entrance. Arriving at the school
almost an hour late, I found
myself without dorm or room
assignment. With as much courage
as I could muster, I boldly
marched into Dougall hall and
announce·d my arrival. Nobody
seemed very impressed, but they
did set me up in a room with great
efficiency. With such instructions
as: "don't drink the water" and
"make do without toilet paper", I
tramped up to the room to relieve
myself of the luggage and other
pressing matters. The room,
covered with neon Jewish stars
against a vomit green backround
wasr:i't exactly inviting, but as
soon as my enema bag was hung
over the showever, I knew I was
home.
The fust day consisted of
lectures, meals,. tours, i.d.s., a
dance, movie, and several false
alarms. The meals were as typical
as the lectures, but I did learn a
few interesting facts (?). Watch
out for prostitutes in the
poolroom?!? The swimming pool
(Continued on Page 10) .

by R.C. Kluger
wise to him. Jonathan hasn't been themselves. He doesn' t seem to
There were several times during doing too well, either - only think about whether he even likes
"Carnal Knowledge" when I felt twelve new girls in the past year. his women or not. It doesn' t
very grateful not to be a man , not
"You can't make fucking your matter. Sandy, in essence, is very
to have to indulge in sexual life's work," Sandy remarks.
much the same, only he pretends
one-upmanship, play games, toss
Jonathan meets Bobbie to have scruples and this somehow
around hackneyed , stupid lines, or (Ann-Margaret), a model who makes him even more despicable
be obsessed every moment with owns a size 38 D bust and more than Jonathan.
how much "machismo" was than measures up to his standards.
Susan, although more
showing. God knows, women play She quits her job and they live intelligent and positive than
games too, but somehow the . together and soon she is sleeping Bobbie, is just as vulnerable. The
men's games in the film seemed up to sixteen hours a day . Sandy women in the film seem to be
more callous and cruel and finally admits his marital truly objects, meant only to
dangerous. They· won a lot more disillusionment, "maybe ·y ou're interact with the men. After they
often too and then would smugly not supposed to enjoy it with the figure into the men's lives
chalk up a point on the tally box girl you love" and asks Jonathan sexually, we never see them again .
and move on to new territory.
if, well, he might find some girl We are not shown Sandy's life
The film begins during the for" him. Jonathan obliges and with Susan after they are married,
1940's and finishes in the present. introduces him to an aggressive we only hear Sandy talking about
Jonathan (Jack Nicholson) and type named Cindy (Cynthiz. it. The same is true of Jonathan
Sandy (Arthur Garfunkel) are O'Neal). One night Sandy and and Bobbie.
roommates in college. Jonathan is Jonathan decide to swap, but
I have met women who since
an aspiring stud who judges Bobbie ruins it all by taking seeing "Carnal Knowledge" found
women by the size of their breasts sleeping pills because Jonathan that they were comparing almost
while Sandy his stooge, is a has refused to marry her. Shortly every man they knew to Jonathan
likeable enough nebbish, almost as afterwards he does. The union or Sandy. This is an unfair,
eager to make it, but "it has to be ends in divorce.
ludicrous, and sexist thing to do,
somebody I love."
In one of the closing scenes but one leaves this movie with the
"Sex is like college to me," taking place in the prese)ft, uncomfortable feeling that
says Sandy, wisely. "I'm afraid Jonathan is showing a film he's perhaps Jonathan and Sandy live
I'm going to be pressured into it." put together called "Ballbusters in every man . It is like having seen
He's found his enforcer in on Parade" to Sandy and his some sort of awful confession.
Jonathan.
In many ways this is an
latest, an adolescent hippie chick,
ambiguous
film and not a true
his
"Love-teacher."
The
filmstrip
At a mixer, Sandy meets Susan
(Candice Bergen), a sharp, worldly is made up of photographs of one. At times the characters
type from Smith. Sandy runs to Jonathan's old girlfriends and. he dissolve into gross exaggerations.
tell Jonathan how much he's been provides the narration. During the But unfortunately, the dialogue
able to get on each date and soon screening, Sandy's mistress starts by Jules Feiffer is usually right on
Jonathan gives Susan a call. At to cry, because of the shoddy target - I have heard men really
talk that way.
first she's wary of him, but after sadness of it all.
"Alfie"
was
a
rather
extensive
On the whole, the cast is
he tells her about his unhappy
childhood and how confused he study concerned with the hollow excellent. Ann-Margret is the big
really is, she sympathizes and life of a stud, but for many surprise: she is very good. Jack
sleeps with him. Shortly reasons, Jonathan's case is more Nicholson turns in a shrewd
afterward, Sandy gets her too and real and more pathetic. He is far performance as Jonathan and
more desperate about scoring than Arthur Garfunkel and Candice
winds up marrying her.
Alfie was, and one has the vague Bergen are both convincing in
Sandy and Jonathan meet ten feeling that Jonathan is not really their roles.
years later at an ice-skating rink. enjoying sex, but rather the
"Carnal Knowledge" is a sad,
Sandy is disenchanted with illusion of it. He is the American disturbing and bitter movie. I
marriage even though "We do boy trying to live the American won't go on about many of the
what the books say to, undress in dream, acting out the fantasies sociological pretensions it tries to
front of each other, fifteen espoused by James Bond, taking expound, but it is a shame that
minutes of foreplay .. .. " He tries the Playboy Philosophy to heart. the role-playing examined in this
to make a go of it in front of his He is stimulated by big boobs and film has gotten this far and gone
old roommate , but Jonathan is shapely legs, not by women, on for so long.

free U Third Semester
Not bad , for a
non-accredited, non-profit
organization, supported solely by
your desire to learn and your
ideas for new learning
experiences.
Of course, like any struggling
young organization, Free U is not
without problems. Even though,
last semester Free U offered such
courses as Rock Music, Poetry
Workshop, Homosexuality, the
Drug Culture, Natural Foods, and
Hatha Yoga (a most phenomenal
success, this course rejuvenated an
average of 90 people per session)
- and all this with no hassles from
the administration - some Free U
courses have suffered due to three
major handicaps:
I) Course material, in some
cases, did not have enough
popular appeal to begin with
2) Some courses were
scheduled at a bad time
3) Some of the Guides and/or
Students did not feel enough of a
sense of committment to what
they were doing, so interest
waned
All these problems reflect the
amount of general involvement on
and off campus. The "Free" in
"Free University" means that

anyone interested - not just a few

of us "coordinators" who happen
to be around at the meetings should know what's going on and
put in their two cents. Then the
Free University becomes more of
what you want it to be - and
survives, as well! Remember those
questionnaires you found with
your registration material? We
want more response, so we're
trying again, on the opposite page.
This questionnaire is different,
though. Besides Yoga (all back by
popular demand!), Hypnosis,
Women's Consciousness Raising,
Media , Criminology,
Transcendental Meditation, and
Organization Techniques for
Social Change - some of the
courses we plan to offer this
semester! - we wondered whether
anyone might be interested in
learning how to repair a leak in
the roof, or buy a used car, or fix
their toilet - you know, practical
emergencies like that. We would
like to get a plumber, bricklayer,
used car dealer, etc. , here on
campus to teach - if some people
express interest. On this
questionnaire, we'd also like you
to let us know : I) your special
areas of interest and/or 2) your

possible desire to share it with
others · (i.e., "teach" a course) we
repeat: Free U is elastic, ready to
expand as much as you want it to.
As soon as we have more
response , problems two and three
will automatically be taken care
of: students will be voting for
their most convenient class
meeting time, and perhaps
contributing to the teaching of
the course - anthing's possible.
We have requested all Guides to
compile a brief bibliography and
write a course description which
will appear in the first issue of the
Free University Catalogue. (We
hope to have the Catalogue out in
a month or so, so anyone wishing
to teach a course, please let us
know and get it together as soon
as possible!)
Free U now also has its very
own office, located in the Student
Center. It holds its portals open to
any interested person who wants
to learn in an extracurricular
environment. Come visit us with
any questionnaires, ideas, or
whatever. And look for more
details in the next article and in
future issues of The Independent.
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Criminology
Forum

A Review: Lenny
by Suzanne St. Pierre

I guess the first time I heard of
Lenny Bruce was three years ago
or so when I heard him mentioned
in a Simon and Garfunkel song
("Learn the truth from Lenny
Bruce" or something like that). I
never bothered to find out who he
was. . . some political guy I
figured (being a sheltered
adolescent). Just recently when
the play "Lenny" opened, my
interest was renewed and I
discovered that he was a comic
famous for his dirty jokes and
offensive joke material, and that
he died of a heroin overdose.
Being desparingly
unsophisticated, I've had very
little exposure to the world of
nightclubs, particularly the
nigh tel u b s of 4irty comics.
(Daddy would just die). I went to
see "Lenny" because I was
cruious to see just how offensive
he really was and maybe to gain a
little insight into his personality.
In case you didn't know, the
play is at the Brooks Atkinson
Theatre on 47th street right across
the street from "Hair". There's
really no need to buy expensive
seats since the theatre is not very
big and all seats are pretty much
the same in visual and audio
reception. We only spent $3.00
each for our seats in the last row
center balcony and there was
nothing lost.

Absurd. It doesn't try_ to be too
realistic, but rather, has a
somewhat dream-like quality,
mostly in grays and blacks and
white.
The role of Lenny Bruce is
extremely exhausting for the
actor, Cliff German. The whole
body of the play consists almost
entirely of quotes from Lenny
Bruce's performances, and
requires Mr. Gorman to be
speaking almost constantly. The
physical strain on him becomes
· apparent in the second act, but
even this doesn't detract from the
performance of Mr. Gorman
whose portrayal is profoundly
sensitive and deeply moving. If
anything, he gives too much to
the part.
Consisting of only two acts,
the characterization of Lenny is
achieved mainly from his material
and his comments on himself and
society in his jokes. His "dirty"
humor is not offensive unless the
audience wishes to be offended
because of their own hangups.
Lenny breaks through our
defensive exteriors and makes fun
of everyone's fears. Mockery of
religion, homosexuality,
government, prejudices, are not to
hurt people, but to release them
from the confines of their
conditioning. He makes you
realize that everyone is hiding the
same feelings behind the same
moral facades. His humor is no

Sce.i,iery is simple, somewhat

threat - you don't .!iave to listen

reminiscent of Theatre of the

to him. The tragedy of his life is

that the same people who
wouldn't listen were the people
who prevented him from
expressing himself to others. His
struggle was a struggle for
freedom of speech, freedom of
thought, supposedly the ideals of
people who stifled him.
There was some nudity in the
play, another modern issue in the
theatre business. I don't know for
sure how I feel on that subject; I
haven't thought enough about it.
In this particular play, the nudity
didn't bother me. It added to the
humor of Lenny's anti-religion act
to see Jesus and Moses make a
surprise appearance nude at a
modern high mass and dance
around. The final scene where
Lenny dies of a heroin overdose
was more meaningful because of
his nudity and the toilet he was
found flung over. The police who
arrested him for obscenity didn't
mind flashing pictures of his nude
dead body for newspaper stories.
As he said, nudity seems to be ok
if its gruesome and ugly, and
wrong if it's beautiful. Whose
values are really the warped ones?
"Lenny" is a play that asks
questions that it hurts to answer.

Can you imagine the "future
shock" experienced by an
ex-convict who has just re-entered
society after ten, fifteen years? He
must learn to accept these years
of change almost all at once.
Simple, common sounds like that
of telephone ringing, or that of a
baby crying, are now equally
alien, and perhaps shocking to
him. The prospect of making his
own way in society - establishing
his own routine, supporting
himself again financially, trying to
combat job discrimination - these
responsibilities can overwhelm the
ex-con into landing right back in
jail, where he is once again safe
from all decisions.
The Fortune Society is an
organization of ex-convicts who
have made it and who seek to help
others sruvive their new freedom.
All sorts of people coming from
all sorts of corrective institutions
have been given understanding,
advice, and jobs through the
Fortune Society ; prisoners still in
jail can appeal to the Society for

protection of their rights or for
improvement of their conditions.
The Fortune Society also sends
its members out to universities, to
organizations, and to TV and
radio stations, to discuss their
experiences and increase the
public's awareness and
understanding . They have
appeared on David Susskind twice
last year.
The Free University has
arranged for the Fortune Society
to conduct a Forum in the Little
Theatre on October 7, 1971, at
1:40 PM. Any questions you have
about prison life, crime, the
speakers' own experiences, the
Fortune Society itself - and more
- will be discussed. If response to
this Forum is good, the Free U
and the Fortune Society have
agreed to start a course in all
aspects of Criminology: the
sociological, the psychological,
the legal, with different speakers
each week. Who could better
teach such a course than people
who have Been there?

lnforma~~~AIOR7/0#
~eferrals.Anu,~r

Counsell_ing,
Forconf1dent1al andftt,rftl~
personal help call (212)838 0710

REHEARSAL STUDIOS
FOR RENT
Ideal for artist or musician. Al!flt
v•v reasonable - on Morris
Avenue within walking distance
from campus. Call 355-9366. Ask
for Russ.

I'

GG

NEEDS c<
EGE Cof1'1uN

J
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Smiles

'

What is there to write about?
I guess I could pick out some
examples of institutional rascism
here at old Newark State. Present
the facts I have and ask you to act
in relation to my point of view. I
could site examples of Nepotism
at NSC with regards to summer
employment , explain the
administration' s no-nepotism-student hiring policy, then tell you
who really did the hiring and what
they told me about it. I could go
on about the Miss Newark State
pagent by letting you know that
Miss Newark State goes on to Miss
New Jersey and then possibly Miss
Amer ic a . Doesn ' t so und
bad -right? WRONG . All this
Miss-stuff is part of a profit
ma k in g org aniz a tion (MISS
AMERICA INC .) which your
no n - p ro f it s t ud e n t org .
supports. .. . to the tune $2 ,400
yearly , including prizes and
crowns. Your mo ney.
There's a student faculty co-op
which soakes away a 7% ne t profit
for a student union that WILL _
NOT BE BUILT while hoping to ·
build a new book store all its own.
(By the way the co-op is said to
be a non-profit institution)

You could hear of the faculty
association which hopes to have
students removed from the
all-college promotion committee
which just happens to be the most
important comm. students sit on.
How about some elected student
org. people who refuse to view
themselves as public servants
when it comes to spending
money , or the $100,00 that is
spent on entertainment alone, or
the $70,000 athletic budget you
pay for which gets split about 3 to
1 in favor of men' s sports in a
school that is primarily female in
attendance.

There is more , more, and more
and more ., What can one do when
many of the students themselves
don' t care?. You can try to wake
them -up but it's really hard work .
You can try to change things
yourself, bu t then you' re labeled
"ego-,tripper."
What to do?
Do ·:w And smile-it will be
' summer again soon.
This column will appear ever so
often ·_ and will tell what' s going
on. Any questions? Comments?
Write in.

Snack Bar Finished
Needed changes in the Snack
Bar have finally been realized
thanks to Don Maroun , Assistant
Director of Student Activities and
Herb Yardly, Chairman of College
Center Board. Through their
efforts over the summer months
the snack bar has taken on a new
look . Those of you who

remember it as it was will be
impressed by the new tables,
chairs draperies and soon to come
sliding portable partitions. The
added use of color on the walls
and ceiling has enlarged and
brightened the entire atmosphere
of the room. Let's hope change and
improvement don' t stop here .

Seniors
Last chance to have your Senior portraits .
taken. October 12 & 13 from 9:30 am to 4:00 pm
in the T.V. Lounge.

Attention
For the convenience of faculty and students
the rate of the library's copy machines is 5c per
copy. You will find a machine on each of the 3
ffoors of the library.

Live In Concert

Psychotic Blues Band
and

Thulcandra
at
The New Plaza Theatre
400 N. Wood Avenue Linden, N.J . .
Oct. 6 8 P.M.

$1.25

Tickets at Box Office or Call 789-1292

Poco Coming Oct. 10
"POCO'S music, no matter
what they may think, isn' t
country. POCO is too original to
fit into the country bag. It has the
country flavor, of course, but
seasonings don' t make a meal."
This is what one New York
music critic, Al Rudis, has said
about the exceptional rock bank
POCO, who will be appearing at
Newark State's Theatre for the
Performing Arts on Sunday,
October 10, 1971.
POCO will be presented for
two shows, at 6 P.M. and at 10
P.M. Also appearing on the bill
will be a special added attraction
as an opening act.
POCO was one of the
· innovators of the country-rock
movement. But their creativity
and versatility set them above the
others who merely flow with the
trend.
The music of POCO is still
buoyant, knee-slappin' music, but,
POCO'S music has expanded to
incorporate experimental
techniques , plaintive blues
renditions, prismatic harmonies
and sophisticated lyrics and
phrasings.
POCO music is created by
Richie Furay on six-string guitar,
Paul Cotton on electric guitar,
Rusty Young on pedal steel
gu i tar, George Grantham on
drums and Tim Schmidt on bass. '
They all double as vocalists and
composers.
Richie was formerly a member
of the critic ally acclaimed
BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD and
he wrote much of their material,
including : "Kind Woman" ,
"Merry-Go-Round" , and "A
Child's Claim To Fame".
POCO's first two albums,
''Pickin' Up The Pieces" and

"Poco", collectively sold over
3 0 0 , 000 copies. Their latest
album, "Deliverin", was recorded
live in New York and Boston and
since its release in January, 1971
has outsold the first two albums
and is climbing high on the
national trade charts. Indeed , the
world is finally catching up with
POCO.
JONATHAN EDWARDS was
born in Minnesota and bred in
Virginia and spent five of his
twenty-four years playing guitar,
harp, tambourine and lead singing
with a group originating in Ohio
farm country, Sugar Creek. Now
he has decided to venture out
again on his own. as he was before
the meeting that led to his
association with the Creek.
JONATHAN'S music is filled
with trains and mornings. Sleepy
and exciting, now blue as the
Ohio skies, now as cold as the
nighttime ocean, suddenly green
and country-forested, golden and
streaming with sun·and light. Only
the beauty of JONATHAN'S
music is predictable . . . the mood
certainly is not.
In concert, he is a delight to
watch, bouncing, tapping his foot ,
and bobbing his elbow to the
lively rhythm of "Train of
GI o ry", or becoming deeply
immersed, seemingly lost, eyes
closed, in one of his more serious ·
so ngs , "J e sse " o r "Dusty
Morning".
JONA THAN brings you the
sunshine and asks you to bask in
it. We, too, invite you to bask in
the music of a truly remarkable
man and musician.
This will be JONATHAN'S
second concert appearance at
Newark State. In his first
appearance last spring he nearly

stole the show from the evening's
headliners SEALS AND CROFTS.
The reaction has been the same at
nearly all his appearanc_es over the
past several months and his
forthcoming album on Atlantic
may be all he'll need to catapult
him to the national prominence
he deseserves.
This will be the first in a series
of concerts to be presented by the
Special Events Committee of the
College Center Board. As always,
the committee will attempt to
present as many low-priced,
high-quality concerts as possible
during the academic year. All
tickets for the POCO concert will ·
be only $2.00 each and all seats at
this and all future concerts will be
reserved.
Because of the limited seating
capacity (957 seats per show),
only students with valid N.S.C.
l.D. cards may purchase tickets
and sales will be limited to two
tickets per l.D. This is done in an
effort to allow as many Newark
State students as possible see the
shows.
The Special Events Committee
is planning several major concerts
this year as well as a series of
"Showcase Concerts", which is a
new addition this year.
The "Showcase Concerts" will
present high-quality acts which
are relatively unknown to the
general public at very low prices,
usually under a dollar.
The committee is seeking new
members as well as ushers-to work
at the shows. Anyone interested
in the planning or ushering of
these concerts please leave your
name, address and phone number
in Mailbox No. 011.
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by Tom Haluszczak
association with this philosophical
This is what is commonly phenomena we so casually refer to
referred to as an "Automotive as life, granted, my insight is
Column" - prospects . of its extremely poor - but I have
continuance are evidently good nevertheless seen with mine own
and to my surprise my automotive eyes the epicurean resignation of
purist comrades-in-arms have not those who must see a price tag
completely given up hope in my before any estimation of worth is
lethargic personality (right Mr. so ventured. We live with these
lmbriace?) The truth of the people day in and day out - make
matter is, however, that the no exception, my fine group of
people fail to realize an car freaks, it rubs off. This fiscal
automotive design is a material, reality that is the borders of our
mass-oriented manifestation of lives shapes and :molds our own
the personality of its designer ; in philosophies in such a benign way
most cases more accute and that the subtlety with which it
finely-tuned to a relatively limited works is the only clue to its
group of people than the creative perserving omnipresence. True,
geniuses of Madison Avenue care those ob tuse enunciations are
to realize. Our country's economy only obliquely relevant to the art
thrives on planned absolescence; of understanding and appreciating
for this reason the automobile has cars, but people like yo u and me
been allowed to be exploited and own'em, and they are, after all
depersonalized into what some concrete manifestations 'of som~
N ixon eco n o mis t, morally portion of our personalities. My
d eficient, fa ithless sellout in personal associations with those
General Motors thinks is the whom I cared· enough about to
quintessence of reason manifest in attempt to fa thom their drivers
fo ur tons of steel and synthetic and draw unconciously closer to
wood paneling. The answers lie in t h e m b eca us e o f their
the most obvious place - your my sterio usness have recently
personal values. ls a fou r-ton awakened within me the language
embodyment of someone else's that° I was beginning to forget. A
motivation your· own? ls a device friend of mine has just bought a
worth thousands of dollars little 1969 TVR for two thousand
more than a necessity that enables dollars. The initial period of
you to complete your merciless preparation to make it
pursuit of proverbial sheepskin? road-worthy consisted of changing
The answers require more than a few body belts, particularly in
cursery, superficial scanning of the hinges and replacing the
the question at hand. This deep universals in .the rear independent
investigation will make you realize axle and drive shaft. Being a car
some surprising, perhaps startling, assembled from component parts
things about yourself; first of of other fine sports machines, the
which is, you have just fallen into man u fact u re r 's engineers
an active volcano of some of the undoubtedly concentrated their
most morally aware, attention on the suspension. The
psychologically acute frame, fir st off, is tubular,
individualists in the state - complete with the front-end
assimilate or distinguish yourself; geometry of a Formula One car through your efforts make a a sophisticated peer man's Mc
decision, it will be your only Laren or Chaparral, if you will.
refuge in the dynamic years to The body is of a fiberglass that
come.
can probably withstand mere G's
As the obligation of any of impact than comparable
qualified writer is to transmit lengths of sheet metal used on the
ideas, experience, or just plain sedan from GM . The engine is
facts, the vast abyss of ignorance · the Ford (yea-my company)
is a formidable opposition, and, if Cortina GT engine in essence, but
done right, a more thorough, there the similarities end - it's
wholesome encouragement to face blueprinted and balanced, no
life's _digital desolation can be a doubt the head has been
desireable aftereffect. It is for this ported/polished and/or machined
reason I convey to you now what to increase compression as well as
was very masterfully proposed in improve flow characteristics . . .
the March 1969 edition of CAR it's stremberg carberation allows
AND DRIVER magazine, by an the chasis to get around· 60 and
automotive journalist of the still take a downshift into first
highest calibre, Charles Fox, (long while completing a 180 degree
since gone to a position on TRUE U- turn simultaneously. .A
magazine). It seems as though complete road test is forthcoming
good ole Charlie has learned the at a later time, but the question of
true general division of why a small "fer-in", used sports
personality into which all humans car that looks, to say the least,
can more or less be classified . "C:ifferent" costs two thousand
Mammaids and Tediephobes. A -bills is somehow easier to
mammaid is a man motivated by understand when considering its
money, the tediephobe is one who range of potential performance
has a natural aversion I to tedium. and driving satisfaction, rather
We would all prize the idea of than trunk space available, seats,
unconditionally classifying number of deers and "prestige"
ourselves as belonging to the American style, identifiable with
tediephobe bag, but, as usual, the the mundane middle-class ·•:ih;e
most stringent natural laws govern system. Moral? It' s all a pa•t of a
admittance into this university " search for individualism in a
and certain innate attributes of corporate society, locked in hot
character serve as flawless pursuit of material technology."
entrance examinations·.
Anything that appeals to an

(Continued from Page 4)

co mpliment e ach o th er is
amazing. The standout song for
vocals, in my mind , is Buck
Owens' "Great White Horse."
What is done with this song in
terms of emotionalism is uncanny .

Pregnancy
Test

(Continued on Page 11)

* * *
During the summer months
while we were gone , several
albums came out of nowhere that
deserve some kind of comment
here, so here are some aborted
reviews.

LEON RUSSELL AND THE
SHELTER PEOPLE (Shelter) Top
notch album, equal if not superior
to Russell's first. Unpretentious,
original and fresh.

NEW YORK, N.Y. - A free
pregnancy test with a same day
result is now available without an
appointment in New York City.
This service is offered at Eastern
Women's Center, 14 East 60th
Street, 9 :00-5 :00, 7 days a week.
Eastern Women's Center is a
modern clinic for the termination
of pregnancy. Call (212)
832-0033 for pregnancy test
in$tructions.

THE FLYI NG BURRITO
RAM *PAUL McCARTNEY
BROTHERS(A&M) An uneven (Capitol) More pap from the king
album containing some of the of musical shit. Songs are trite,
Burrito's most beautiful work. A uninteresting, and generally
low -keyed powerhouse owing unrivaled in the field of fanality.
much to the talents of new
Burrito Rick Roberts. Features
'70 C ONCERT LIVE IN
excellent "Colorado."
· EUR OPE *CANNED HEAT
(Liberty) We're going - to miss
LOVE IT TO DEATH *ALICE those guys. The VERY BEST of
COOPER (Warner Bros.) Funny, Canned Heat.

Elections

COLLEGE CENTER BOARD
PRESENTS
Woodly Allen's

(Continued from Page 1)

Flying Burritto Brothers. Movies
shown included "Hellstrom
Chronicle," "Bless the Beasts and
Children ," "El Topo," and
"Glenn and Randa."
Newark State sent twelve
representatives to the Congress
plus Mr. McGarry, who attended
in his capacity as State NSA
Chairman.

TAKE THE
MONEY AND RUN
Sunday Sept. 26
7:45 in the T.P.A.
N.S.C. Stu dent I. D. Admits students and one guest.
NOTE: LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS
Will be shown later
on during the semester

A professional
ABORTION
that is safe
· legal &
•
•
1nexpens1ve

Pregnant?
Need Help?
We will help an,- woman regardless
of race. religion. age or !1nanc1al
status
We do not moralize. but
merely help women obtain qualdied
Doctors !or abortions, d this 1i
whal the)' desire
Please do no1
dc!a)'
an earl)' abortion 1s more
simple and less costly, and can be
pt:-rlormed on an out pa!1ent basis.

Call:

215 878-5800
Woman'•

Medical Aaalaa-

·

8 AM-10 PM-7 DAYS
A

With a full nineteen years

bizarre and sometimes almost
fright e ning excursion into
madhouse rock. The sound is
something straight out of 1967-68
perverto-rock, melodramatic
musical theatre. Always
interesting, surprisingly
innovative.

TAKE HEART by Mimi Farina
and Tom Jans is a folk album that
will please even th e non-folk fan ,
which is quite an accomplishment
when you think of it.

NON-PROFIT

OliGANIZATION

IF YOU PREFER INCLUSIVE
ONE RELl61ON O F
BROTJ.IERMOO0
TO SECTARIANISM WM ICM
KEEPS RELl61OUS PEOPLE
SE6RE6ATED INTO SECTS,
WMY NOT SEND FOR AN
EMBLEM LAPEL PIN ?
TMERE IS NO CJ.IAR6E.

can be set up on an
outpatieni basis by .calling
The Problem Pregnancy .
Educational Service, Inc.

JOii ARNOLD

215-722-5360

Ono Religion ol Brotlterltood
16 &AROliN STRliliT

CAMI RID&li, MASSACMUSlilTS
0 2138

l

24 hours-7 days
for professional, a>nfidential
and c:arina helo.

r
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N.S.A. R evisted
(Continued from Page 3)

attention, and a pat-on-the-back
made it through the cute little for
their
enlightening
(?)
intro, you must be an over-zealous contributions. These romper room
freshman who has not yet learned minds were so impressed by their
that an NSC student only uses the own supposed importance that
IN DEPENDENT
to
thumb they could grasp no concepts
through to count the number of other than their own, listen to no
abortion ads. In any event, you words other than those spoken by
must be remotely interested, sharers of their own sentiments.
so ...
The common courtesy of yielding
It seems every year Newark opponents simple attention was
State sends a delegation of · absent. In its place were verbal
students to the National Student vulgarities and obscenities, paper
Association
(NSA)
Congress air planes, and flying frisbees.
Convention. As one of the Newark State contributed to the
500-plus member schools in NSA, situation with our very own
Newark State is allowed so many Right-Wing Political-Fanatic (who
delegates - the number being in all fairness, seemed sincere and
based on the school's enrolhnent. honest in his motivation) and our
This year, Lee Mond, NSA very own Opportunist-Demagogue.
co-ordinator for Newark State, ( M c G a r r y
and
M O n d,
managed to get the okay for respectively).
sending a full delegation - 6
delegates and 6 alternates - to
The purpose of the convention
Fort Collins, Colorado, site of this itself was twofold: 1) to elect new
years convention. Lee also was officers for the coming year, and
responsible for something equally 2) to act on an official "policy"
un-precedented, that is, getting of NSA for the new year (such as
women on the delegation. Council stands to be formally taken on
member Eileen Brophy, Student such topics as the Vietnam war,
Org. Secretary Diane Broogos, Women's
Liberation,
voter
Student Org. Treasurer Wanda registration, and student services).
Kolodziej,
Finance
Board While both these objectives were
Chairman Kathy Platt, Collegians eventually realized, it as not
for Black Action vice-president without the usual idiocy on the
Sheila Thorne, and myself were plenary floor.
chosen to help represent our
college, whose enrollment of
Perhaps the only desirable
women, incidently, was three by-product of the convention and
times that of men for the school the only thing that keeps me from
year 70-71. Male delegates were totally condemning it were the
Lee Mond ; Student Org. President numerous afternoon workshops.
Bob Diferdinando ; Student Org. Pre-announced, these workshops
vice president Bob Powers; dealt with specific topics of either
Student Org. assistant treasurer national
importance (foreign
Jay
Papanestor;
S.C.A.T.E. policy, legislation, etc.) or of
director Peter Zanias; and '73 personal interest to a student
class president Steven Band. Alan leader (forming an effective
McGarry, '72 class president and student co-op, campus race
NSA State Chairman for New relations, setting up legal advice
Jersey and member of the NSA centers for stu_dents, etc.). Here a
Steering Committee, completed delegate could meet with other
the N.S.C. Delegation.
students from various parts of the
Now you know the victims. country who were interested in
Victims of a ten-day, all the same thing; you would discuss
topic,
exchange ideas,
expenses-paid excursion to Fort the
Collins (pop. 74½), Colorado, for methods of action, and offer
solutions
to
any
the 24th annual National Student possible
problems.
This
facet
of
the
Association Convention - OR convention
would
seem
to
be
the
as it was sometimes referred to
during those ten days - the most beneficial to· you, the
training ground for new acts in student. Your delegates re turn to
school with new ideas, new
Ringling Brothers' Circus.
approaches to goals that, if
Delegates at the plenary implirnented, can be used for the
meetings (held every night, all school's betterment. This app1:ars
night) were entertained for hours to be much more responsive and
by the worthless rhetoric of relevant to the student (it is a
ego-maniac
student
body student association) than the
presidents and student leaders. tokenistic mandate legislation of
Each demanding . recognition, the convention.

Seate Needs Help
S.C.A.T.E., an organization
with drive and the ability to
reinforce caring, is beginning it's
8th year at Newark State. The
staff of S.C.A.T.E. needs help
from you, the student body.
S.C .A.T.E. is a tutorial
program, that has 16 different
programs that range from tutoring

in the elementary schools in the
ghettos of Elizabeth and Newark,
to the tutoring of Special
Education students. Please! come
into the S.C.A.T.E. office for
information on the many
programs available to you. Our
office is in the Student Center :
Stop by: Ask questions: LEARN!

WANTED: STUDENTS THAT WOULD LI KE TO
HELP,
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TYPE,

FILE,

AND

COORDINATE

PROGRAMS. PLEASE COME TO THE S.C.A.T.E.
OFFICE OR DROP A NOTE IN MAILBOX NO.

91.

.......

___ _ ___

Notes On
N.S.A.
(Continued from Page 3)

President is a Philadelphian and a
graduate of Temple University.
Alan McGarry, President of the
Class . of '72 and N.S.A.
. Coordinator for NJ. and Lee
Mo nd N .s_.c ./N .S.A. Coordinator
were nominated for presiden! of
the U.S.N.S.A. Both men declined
because of present commitments
to this student body. However
they were elected to lesser
positions in the national hierarchy
of the U.S.N.S.A. McGarry was
re-elected
to
the
National
Supervisory Board representing
the Mid-Atlantic Area.
During the 197 1-72 school
year the N.S.A. Coordinator will
attempt to obtain a committment
from our student body on social
and
political
issues
while
influencing the direction of the
student body. Human rights (for
minority groups and women),

voter registration, prison reform,
the ecology and a campus
committment to end the war will
hopefully all receive the attention
of
your
elected
student
representatives.
During the spring election
campaign you were promised by
those running for office of your
student government of their desire
to give the student body the best
government possible. For the
most
part
your
elected
representatives have kept their
promise. However, every woman
and man on this campus is
responsible for good government.
Without your support there will
be no effective government.
Creative
and
progressive
government should be a way of
life for everyone through out this
school and nation. But, it will
only happen when each of us
decides to work and do our share.

Trials

(Continued from Page 6)

tour and another one of the
campus' famous meals we had a
marathon to the parking Jot and
home.
That about ends my first
experience with the school, but
before I close this article , I would
like to end on a serious note. The
orientation staff was super. They
Very few people got enough were fantastically friendly and
Z's and in the morning we looked helpful, and really put themselves
like a bomb hit us. After another out for us. Thanks.

was drained, but we did have fun .
swimming in the fields . That night
at twelve, we had a false alarm in
Dougall Hall, set off by a short in
the wiring system. Several hours
later we had another one - goody
two shoes!!

Dates For Teacher
Exam Announced
College seniors preparing to
teach school may take the
National Teacher Examinations
on any of the four different test
dates announced by · the
Educational Testing Service.
New dates for the testing of
prospective teachers are:
November 13, 1971, and January
29, April 8, and July 15, 1972.
The tests will be given at nearly
500 locations throughout the
United States, ETS said.

The Bulletin of Information
for Candidates contains a list of
test centers, and information
about the examinations, as well as
a Registration Form. Copies may
be obtained from college
placement officers, school
personnel departments, or directly
from National Teacher
Examinations, Box 911,
Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

ATTENTION ALL
SUPERSTARS!!!

Results of the National
Teacher Examinations are used by
many large school districts as one
of several factors in the selection
of new teachers and by several states
and other people
for certification or licensing of .
certification or licensing of
interested in radio. . . . .
teachers. Some colleges also
NSC's own on-campus radio
require all seniors preparing to
station WNSC will be holding
teach to take the examinations.
On each full day of testing,
tryouts in Alumni Lounge
prospective teachers may take the
Monday September 27 from
Common Examinations which
12:15-3:00 P.M.
measure their professional
preparation and general
Come see us. We desperately
educational background and a
need people to help us build
Teaching Area Examination which
measures their mastery of the
the studios. If there are any 1st
subject they expect to teach.
phone engineers please come
Prospective teachers should
out.
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or
All are welcome!!
their colleges, for specific advice
Herb Gerstenfeld,
on which examinations to take
and on which dates they should be
Chairman WNSC
taken .

Platt
(Continued from Page 3)

joint statemen t was released. The
text of that statement is as
follows:
"COOOOME
ON,
PEOPLE!"
(*"Ms." is the title requested
by Platt to be used when
addressing her or when refering to
her, on the grounds that "the
titles 'miss' and 'mrs.' are merely
inventions of a male-chauvinistic
society that delights in classifying
women according to their marital
status - and ignores the fact that
women are individuals in their
own right." After so stating, Ms.
Platt was heard to remark: "See? I
did learn something at that
nauseating N.S.A. Convention!")
(Ed.'s note: Kathy gave the
following as explanation of her
resignation: "The surface reasons
for my resignation include my
involvement with night classes and
additional independent study
which will be necessary in order
for me to graduate on time. But
even when Bob tried to work out
a schedule which would allow me
to continue as Chairman, I had to
admit to myself and to him that
those
explanations
were
rationalizations,
when
in
actuality, I am escaping from the
bullshit. The majority of people
I've come into contact with
during the past few years were all
on their own ego trips, and
therefore unable to accomplish
anything constructive for the
students. This year, they have one
of the best presidents they could
possibly have

wo4' with and

tQ

they refuse to see it. This was
proven by the fact that, upon
announcement of my resignation,
people approached him and
accused him of pressuring me to
freeze Memoribilia's funds, which
in turn, they say, forced me into
the 'rash' decision of resigning when in reality, I made the
decision on my own. Ironically,
Bob would be the only one who
could possibly convince me to
reconsider, if other committments
·made it possible. I only wish the
best of luck to Bob and any
others who sincerely want to help
him in what he wants to do for
the school. I hope they can rise
above the bullshit and accomplish
things. I once had this ability, but
being constantly exposed to the
absurdity of people's motives in
politics has eliminated any desire I
have for involvement in Newark
State's petty politics.").

PERSONAL
Glen:

Shake

out your

drawers. You know this
turns me to shit. I long to
be

back

among

the

B.F.M.'s. What can you do
about it?
Randa.

•

j
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(Continued from Page 9)

adventurous, extremely personal,
outrageously functional instinct in
man is evil; and, if that isn't
enough, very, very,
un-mass-oriented, un-prestigious,
(because after all Joe, what's a car
for other than to reflect- your
financial status?) uncompro•
ing, irrational and therefore
un•American (love it or leave it,
right?) If you're in full agreement
at this point, withdraw the 50%
tuition you're still entitled to and
drop the idea of pursuing a
college.level education.
A characterized device such as
a TVR need not be the only
refuge for your 'idea of
individuality in an automobile,
but whatever the marque selected,
your decision should reflect the
culmination of personal inquest as
to what is right for you, and not
entering the baited trap of the "as
long as it runs" syndrome.
Expediency and practicality are
OK for financial destitution but
will never cut the ropes in regard
to gratification of personal desire
for elation produced by and

embodied in a gut.level sports
machine the wind through your
hair , the sun gently carressing a
tensed body finely•tuned to the
wail of a precision motor winding
at six and half.grand - clutching;
shifting; double•clutching;
watching that needle scrape
red.line , ~xecuting a superb
power•shift into fifth while
performing the prerequisite rituals
with your feet, holding that
complete critical movement of
total communication with the
mechanics of speed.
Strange creatures these car
freaks; high on living - always
living high, above the crass, petty
- illusions that make frustration a
way of life; illusively avoiding that
unspeakable terror that grips and
tears the spark of life out of those
unsuspecting feels that fall prey to
its subtle, siren•like, death-dealing
conformity. I guess what people
fail to realize is that without this
so-called "spark of adventure",
life would not be anywhere near
living.
That's the trouble ~ith us
tediophobes.
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Workgroup To Appear

The WORKGROUP, a new concentration was on what the
When he interviewer pointed
dance company directed by other person was doing. out that modern dance has been
Daniel Nagrin, will appear at Self.awareness and self-expression using improvisation since its
Newark State College on Thurs., was less important than inception, Mr. Nagrin said, "The
Sept. 30 at 8 p.m. o'clock under responding to their fellow actors. WORKGROUP's method has two
the sponsorship of Performing
profound differences. Most
Arts Council. This is their first
"In the next few years, l took modern d ance teachers and
national tour.
a few of their exercises and choreographers use improvisation
Their way of work and applied them to dance exercises with a formal focus on
performance is both new and improvisation and composition in elements like time, space,
ancient. No two performances are dance workshops and residencies movement, texture, and
alike. All of their dance works are from Texas to California to dynamics. The WORKGROUP has
improvised, with each dance Vermont. The games and set•ups one focus: people, for people are
having its own distinctive form. changed radically and new ones
the complexity that most
The Actors Cafe Theatre, 263 classes ·which· will be opened will The great jazz tradition is based
Central Avenue at South Munn depend upon the number who on this interplay between continually emerged. Trained fascinates us. Further, most
dancers found themselves doing dancers who improvise,
Avenue, East Orange, New Jersey, wish to register. Please indicate
structure and improvisation. The movements they'd never done,
particularly those who also
will be continuing its acting your preference, mornings or dances of The WORKGROUP are
making
connection
with
deep,
perform,
tend to limit its range.
workshop in both beginning and afternoons, on the registration like chess, football, and jazz,
untouched emotions, and Some are cool, some play gentle
advanced theatre studies. The form. Twenty dollars of the where anything can happen within
responding with their total
semester will run for 10 weeks, tuition is payable with registration a precise set of rules, lines, and persons. Suddenly the word ''help · games, some are
October 2nd through December and twenty dollars at the fust goals. Many hours of preparation, "dance" opened up and embraced funny/satirical, etc. One of The
4th, with classes scheduled for class. Money will be refunded no rehearsal, and discussion go into whole areas of their existence that WORKGROUP's most important
Saturday mornings and/or later than after the first class finding and shaping their dances. tradition said was not dance. rules is not to "write the script"
afternoons. The tuition will be meeting. If you have any In fact, the entire development of Younger, less trained dancer~ of what will happen. Sometimes
$40.00 for the ten weeks which is questions, please call Mr. or Mrs. The WORKGROUP has been a achieved moments of truthful we are cool, gentle, and have fun,
but if a tragic or violent thing
$2.00 per hour. The number of Kennedy at 675•1881.
careful, unhurried process that motion that they and I found emerges, we don't stop it. The
goes back several years.
exhilarating.
same dance work in one
Mr. Nagrin has had an
performance
can be grimly tragic
FALL WORKSHOP ENROLLMENT
"I finally discovered why I
extensive career on Broadway, in
and on another night lyrically
films and television before turning preferred the solo form to joyous or even hilariously silly."
NAME ...................................... ..................................................... .
to a career as a solo dancer in the choreographing for a company.
ADDRESS .................................................................................... .
concert field, gaining a reputation Choreography for others is
The dancers of The
CITY ..................................... ZIP .... .PHONE NO ......................... .
as one of America's leading basically "you do this and you do WORKGROUP are Lee Connor,
SATURDAY MORNING .............................................................. .
dancers and choreographers. that" and more deeply, the Ara Fitzgerald, Charles Sumner
SATURDAY AFTERNOON ............ ............................................. .
Asked about the genesis of The performing dancer is an Hayward, Daniel Nagrin, Mary
$20.00 ENCLOSED .................... SIGNED .................................... .
WORKGROUP, Mr. Nagrin said, expression of the choreographer's Anne Smith, and Yung Yung
IF UNDER 18, PARENT'S SIGNATURE .......•..............................
"Without knowing why, I early vision. I never dug being an Tsuai. The WORKGROUP
found the solo form the most expression of anyone's vision but received a grant to build its
satisfying. That is, until four years my own, and so became a soloist. repertoire from The New York
ago I was asked to teach dance Now I saw a way that dancers State Council on the Arts.
movement to The Open Theatre could work together, each one
directed by Joseph Chaikin. finding and sharing his/her vision
The repertoire of The
Observing their improvisation with other dancers, and by that WORKGROUP includes "Wind",
exercises, I noted the absence of token, ·with the audience. The ''Polythemes", "Ritual",
NO EXIT by Jean Paul Sartre FLOWER IN HIS MOUTH had the usual actor's ego trip. Their
chief task was to prepare ground "Power", and "Rondo". Music
and THE MAN WITH THE David G. Kennedy and Helmut
rules and relationships that includes pieces by John Coltrane,
FLOWER IN HIS MOUTH by Schultz in the cast and is staged
stimulated and released powerful Quogue, an English folk tune, a
Luigi Pirandello will open by Mr. Kennedy.
interactive energies. The greater saxophone and viola duet by Mr.
September 9th at the ACTORS
The Cafe's next production
each person's sensitivity was to Hayward and Mr. Connor, an
CAFE THEATRE, 263 Central will be a five week run of William
the others, the fuller and richer electronic piece by Mr. Nagrin,
Avenue at South Munn Avenue, Shakespeare's MACBETH,
his danced response."
Hunchback
Typist
and percussion by Mr. Hayward.
who
East Orange. Curtain is at 8: 30 October 14th through November
P.M. evt.y Thursday, Friday, and 13th.
likes Jane Fonda Films.
I NEED HELP!!! ENVELOPE STUFFER~ - PART-TIME.
Saturday night through October
Must be able to speak
9th.
We greatly appreciate your
$25 GUARANTEED FOR EVERY 100 ENVELOPES YOU
Ronald Grossman is the cooperation in printing these
STUFF ALL POSTAGE PRE-PAID. SEND STAMPED,
fluent
Hungarian.
Contact
director of NO EXIT with a cast releases.
SELP-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE, PLUS $1.00 FOR
. comprised of Judith Allwyn, Mary
Sincerely,
Merv .
· REGISTRATION AND HANDLING TO: ALLEN KING CORP;
Robb, Peter Victor, and Helmut
David G. Kennedy
P.O. BOX 6525, PGH; PENNA; 15212.
Schultz. THE MAN WITH THE
Producer

Fall Workshop
Needs Folks

No Exit

WANTED
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N.J. Lists Rare Fish And Wildlife

To call attention to an
alarming number of species of fish
and wildlife which are endangered
in the State of New Jersey,
-: th e N e w Jersey St ate
Museum and the Division of Fish,

Game and Shell Fisheries have
released an official list of rare or
endangered fish and wildlife of
the State. The 23 page report was
prepared and edited by Donald S.
Heintzelman in cooperation with

PREGNANCY WANTED?
We'll give
plus some

you

all

the information you want ...

Jip's Stud Farm

12 scientists from nearby
universities, museums, and
zoological gardens. State wildlife
authorities point out that the last
natural history survey conducted
in the Garden State was
completed more than 60 years
ago. Vast environmental changes
have occurred in New Jersey
during · the intervening decades
resulting in disastrous declines in
many species of fishes,
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and

.....

~

mammals.
This first edition of New
Jersey's official list of rare or
endangered fish and wildlife calls
attention to the urgent need for
the State of New Jersey to
conduct surveys of the current
status of its wildlife resources and
take appropriate measures to
protect these vanishing animals.
The Division of Fish, Game and
Shell Fisheries will take
immediate steps to protect some

-

lil!1ih~J

..•X-'••--~ ·-..

Good

--

Next time you race out for a beer ... head for the
one with good old time flavor-Pabst Blue Ribbon.
Still brewed today the slow, natural, old-time waythe way it was when it won the Blue Ribbon.
So, get with a winner. Pabst Blue Ribbon-from the
first of the great Milwaukee brewers.
PABST BREWING COMPANY • Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, 111., Newark, N. J ., Los Angeles, Cal., Pabst, Ga.

...:.

--

-

--

-

of the animals listed as rare or
endangered if they are not already
protected in New Jersey . New
legislation may be required to
protect fish species, however.

"Rare or Endangered Fish and
Wildlife of New Jersey" is
obtainable. without cost by
writing to the Science Bureau ,
New Jersey State Museum, 205 W.
State Street, Trenton , New Jersey
08625.
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The New Age
University of Maine
By Patti Ann· Lee

"As I stand out here in the
wonders of the unknown at
Hadley, I try to realize there's a
fundamental trµth to our nature:
Man Must Explore."
These words spoken by
Astronaut David Scott as he
stepped onto the lunar surface
reflects much about man's innate
desire to experiment and learn.
Exploratio n and
experimentation go hand in hand
in outer space as well as in down
to earth fields such as education.
The need for advancement in new
methods of teaching is reaching a
climax and consequently has
created pioneers in the teaching
field.
This is the first in a series of
bi-monthly columns which will
"explore" the new methods,
procedures, and techniques being
tested by college administrators,
faculty, and students across the
nation. Each article will focus on
one American campus showing
how they are meeting with and
trying to solve their financial,
social, and/or academic problems.
This Fall, University of Maine
administrators are working on an
experimental program· to carry
much of a college education
beyond the ivy walls.
The University plans to use
information media outside the
classroom together with regular
contact with instructors to bring
the first two years of college to
st ud ents off campus .
Tlleir approach will ultimately

lead to the use of television,
comp u ters, radio, even tape
cassettes, with individual •
instruction every three to six
weeks. The idea of the first two
years is to get across a certain
amount of general education
material, much of which could be
ta u ght by a computer or
television, since the student is not
limited to a specific fiel d of study.
P rofessors would become
"circuit-riders" visiting the nine
university campuses at intervals
for pe r s o nal ins t ru c ti o n.
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil , of
the University of Maine campus
reflected," In the long run
education will have to decide
whether to reach people where
they are or go the elitist
approach." He continued, "I
don' t think society is going to
stand for more of the same more buildings
more
campuses."
This mechanized instruction
program carries with it some
definate advantages. First, the
overall cost of education would be
reduced , and secondly, enrollment
at the university could be doubled
(to nearly 40,000) within the next
ten years, at a lower cost than
would be possible under the
present system.
An experimental program is
planned for the second semester
at the Portland, Maine campus.
Whether or not the idea will catch
on in schools across the country
remains to be seen. But one
thing's fo r sure - man will
continue to explore and progress
will be made !!

Indiana Senator Birch Bayh speaking to an enthusiastic crowd of over 6,000 at the voter registration
rally held in Rutgers Gymnasium, last Friday Sept. 17, 15 or 16 diehard political activists from Newark
State traveled there by a bus which we chartered at a cost of around $100.

NSC
Paves Way·
Our nationwid e highway
program is a hoax. Billions are
being wasted on concrete slabs.
Newark State College has
developed a construction program
which could show America how
to reduce construction costs.
Newark State College's method
introduces cheap materials and
labor.
1.) Begin with a path that many
people use, such as the one that
ran between Bruce Hall and Willis
Hall.
2.) Spread gravel over the

Alumni - Varsity
Soccer Due
It's going to look like a
convention of New Jersey
schoolboy soccer coaches at
Newark State College on
September 25th but, in fact it will
be the annual Alumni-Varsity -·
'soccer match-up. The game begins
at 11:00 a.m.
Leading the grads in action will
be Richard Melvin, Neptune High
School's head coach, who just
returned from a months tour of
Europe with a team of schoolboy
allstars. George Persson, one of
Melvin's assistants, will also be
there to face the Squires.
Another shore mentor, Phil
Heery will return for the action,
as will Woodbridge High's lead
man, Sam Sabilouskas. Dave Malo,
one of Linden High's coaches, and
George Lyons , who guides .
Greenbrook High's hooters will
take part too.
-"

John Berardo and Pat Ippolito,
both former coaches and players
at Newark State, are going to
team up on the front line with a
host of non-coaching alumni.
· With all that soccer know how,
the Alumni still figure to be hard
pressed against their younger
opponents who figure to be one
of the best squads ever fielded by
the school.
Leading the varsity will be
captains Ken Graf and lvo Lekich,
both four year letter-men, and Bill
Cook, ast year's leading scorer.
With all but three members of
last year's squad back and a host
of talented frosh, Coach Pete
Aufsesser expects to avenge last
year's defeat at the hands of the
Alumni. For further information
concerning the contest, contact
Arthur Kirk, Director of Alumni
Affairs at 527-2053.

Soccer Co-captains lvo Lekich
and Ken Graf.

Soccer 1971
by Bill Stark
As
the 197 1 season
approaches, one can't help but
notice the difference on the
Squires' soccer team. Besides a
new field, new shoes and more
players, there is an improvement
in the players' skills and attitudes.
The team is solid in all areas
and has depth at all positions
except inside. At the present the
starting line-up is subject to
change. So far two scrimmages
have been rained out and Coach
Aufsessor hasn't seen his men
against outside competition.
Returning from last year's 3-10
team and probable starters are Joe
Dunn, left wing, Ivo Lekich,
Co-Capt., right wing, and Ken
Graf, Co-Capt., fullback. Also
there is Jorge Barca who is waging
a keen battle for the number one
goalie position with transfer
Frank Loughlin. Mike Knoth has
moved from fullback to halfback.
Newcomers who are probable
starters are Rick Freda and Brian
Molloy insides, Jim Caswell, John

J.------------------------- _

path:

3.) As time goes on, pedestrians
will widen and pack down the
stones.
4.) People avoiding the rocks will
walk alongside of the gravel trail
and wear away the grass. This
produces suitable shoulders for
our road.
5.) This is a simple process. You
begin with a narrow, pleasant path
and proceed to a twenty foot
wide-paved highway.
Street lights are next.
Mr. Body Barrett

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season
Wisnieuski and Bob Von Bergen,
halfbacks and transfers Bob the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
Belfiori and Pete Bongiovanni as to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
fullbacks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
Other players who will be The basis of the diet is chemical food
fighting to gain first team bids and action and was devised by a famous
physician especially for the
will see plenty of action are Pete Colorado
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
Prociuk, Rick Yanai, Brian Jaeger, maintained (very important!) while
Joseph Kormylo, Bob Drehl, Bob reducing. You keep "full" - no
Jordan, Kemal Dewut, Mike starvation - because the diet is de. signed that way! It's a diet that is
Natale, and Hank Rutkowski.
to follow whether you work,
At this point in the pre-season easy
travel or stay at home.
Coach Aufsessr feels that the team
This is, honestly, a fantastically
will have a strong defense · based successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
on the strong play of former Women's Ski Team wouldn't be perAll-Staters Bob Belfiori, Mike mitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Knoth, and Ken Graf.
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
The offense will have two of proven way. Even if you've tried all
New Jersey's finest wings in Joe the other diets, you owe it to yourDunn and Ivo Lekich. Last year self to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
they did a fine job but the rest of want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
the line failed to put the ball in the Order today. Tear this out as a
net. Hopefully, Brian Molloy and reminder.
Send only $ 1.00 ($1.25 for Rush
Rich Freda will fill that gap
Service) - cash is O.K. - to: Ski
coupled with the halfback line of Team Diet, P. o. lox 15493. Dept.
Caswell, Von Bergen, Knoth and ST, San Diego, Calif. 92115
Wisniewski, we hope to develop a Don't order unless you expect to lose
sustained offense: This is the key 20 pounds in two weeks! Because
(Continued on Page 15)

that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!
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Blue Machine Is Boele
Newark State's football team is
looking sharp in its preseason
practices and awaits its first two
opponents, scrimmages against
Livingston College and St. Peters.
At the onset of practice the team
appeared weak and unsteady due
to the loss of 14 veterans due to
grades probation, or personal
choice. Leading the list of lost
players were Greg Smith, last
year's Coaches' Award winner;
John Holman, Joe Yeadon, Gary
Pierretti and Wilbur Aikins.
However, this pessimistic view has
changed as a bunch of freshmen
and walk-ons have added a great
amount of talent and depth to the
squad. Added spirit and a lot of

hard work have created a good
attitude in the team. However, all
of the good attitude and spirit
don't mean a ·thing if the team
can't get some hitting in. The
recent rains have hampered the
team's practice time, and the
coaches are anxiously awaiting the
scrimmages to note the team's
strengths and weaknesses. At this
point, however, it is safe to say
that the defense will again be
Newark's strong point. Impressing
in scrimmages have been Joe
Schaffren and Fred Brown,
defensive tackles; Jerome Dunn,
defensive end; Steve Zamek, Neil
Greco and Steve Greco at
lineback. Offensively, backs Ron

Awards Announced
Last spring at the annual Men's Athletic Banquet the following
athletes received Coaches' Awards in their respective sports:
Soccer . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . ..... . . ..... . Ken Graf and Mike Knoth
Football . . . .. . ........... ........ Greg Smith and Joe Schaffern
Bowling .. . . .. ........... ..... .... ·... .. . ........ Ed Janesko
Basketball . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dan Pocus
Golf . .... .... . .. . .. . . .. . .... . ..... . .. .. ... . ... . Ed Janesko
Tennis . .. .. . ..... . . . .... ... ... . . . . ..... .... Glenn Martinson
LaCrosse . .. . . . .. .. . . .... . _:_.:__,__. . . , . Bob DellaPia and Bob Weglarz
Baseball ... .. . .. ........ ... . . . . . .. . . .... .. ... . . . Pat Geroni
Also presented at the dinner was the D'Angloa award for
outstanding contribution to athletics. The award was presented to Mike
Cleary and Jim Cannizzo.
The following athletes were announced as this year's team
captains:
Soccer .......... .. .... .. . .. ... ... . . ... . .. .... . . . K :n Graf
Football . .. . ...... .. Joe Schaffern, Jerome Dunn and Jim Cannizzo
Basketball . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dan Pocus
Baseball . . .. . ..... . ......... . . .. .. . ... ... . .. Charlie Robbins
Golf . .. . . .. . . . .. . . ... . . ... . ......... ..... . ..... Ed Janesko
Tennis .. .. . .. . . : . : ...... . . . ... . ... . .. .. ... .Glenn Martinson

Brown, Ron Stone, Jim Cannizzo
and Lee Mood have stood out in
the intrasquad scrimmages.
Charlie Behm is working hard at
quarterback though being pressed
by freshman, Mike Shem. Several
injuries have occurred, but the
team on the whole is in fine
shape. By the time of this reading
the team will have had two
scrimmages, and the team will be
prepared for the rough season
ahead. A new face has been added
to the coaching staff, that of Mr.
Anthony Pilone from Irvington
High. Mr. Pilone is in charge of
defensive backs and is
coordinating the linebackers and
defensive backs in defensive play.
The team looks tough and all
indications seem to say that the
Blue Machine is oiled up and
ready to roll.

Soccer

The Independent
Wants You.

Coming in next week's
INDEPENDENT:
In NEWSOUNDS: Reviews of Lindisfarne, Jethro
Tull, Jeanie Greene and a host of others.
* * *
MY ARTICLE: More crap from Malawka (and
girls, he's good looking, too.)
* * *
Inside poop on how the dorm students are getting
gipped again this year.
* * *
A review of the motorcycle films, ON ANY
SUNDAY, and EVIL KNEVIL
* * *
All about the Youth ServiceCorps.

(Continued from Page 14)

to improvement over the 197 l ·
season.
As far as prognosis - Newark
State should be an improved team
in '71. How good depe,,ds on
teamwork scoring punch and
injuries. On Wednesday Sept. 29
at 3:00 the Squires will get their
chance to show what they have
wh,m they play Paterson State
home.
P.S. By the time you read this
the Squires will have played two
scrimmages with one remaining.
The last one being this Sat. 11 :00
against NSC's Alumni. Be there.
SUPPORT THE SQUIRES.

*

*

*

Plus book
reviews,
abortion articles, and a
whole buncha other

stuff.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
7:45 PM
CCB Film, "Take the Money and Run"

TPA

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
12: 15-3:00 PM
Radio Auditions
9:00-AM-3:00 PM I.D.'s
6:00-10:00 PM
IFSC Tea
7:00-9:00 PM
Graduate Student Association-Lecture
7: 00-10: 00 PM
Young Democrats Meeting
8:00PM-1:00AM
Coffee House

Alumni Lounge
Room A, Downs
Fae. Dining Rm, Downs
Formal Lnge, Downs
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
1:40-3:00PM
Elementary Majors Meeting
1:40-2:55PM
Karate Club Meeting
9:00AM-3:00PM
I.D.'s
1:40 PM
GCB Film Series
7:00-10:00PM
Young Democrats Meeting
8:00PM-1:00AM
Coffee House
6:00-10:00PM
IFSC Tea
7:00-10:00PM
Alpha Theta Pi Meeting

TPA
Alumni Lounge
Room A, Downs
Little Theater
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
Fae. Dining Rm, Downs
Room A, Downs

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
7:00-10:00PM
Young Democr~ts Meeting
7:30-9:30PM
OPA Meeting
8:00-1:00AM
Coffee House
6:00-10:00PM
IFSCTea

Alumni Lounge
Sloan Lounge
Hex Room
Fae. Dining Rm, Downs

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
10: 00AM
Convocation
8:00PM
Performing Arts Council - "The Workgroup A Dance Theater By Daniel Nagrin 7:00-1 0:00PM
Young Democrats Meeting
8:00PM-1:00AM
Coffee House
6: OOPM-10: OOPM IFSC Tea

TPA
TPA
TPA
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
Faculty Dining Room

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1
8:00PM-1:00AM
Coffee House

Hex Room
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